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§ 2. The enterprises with which we have here to do, since,
ex hypofkesi, they might be undertaken by private concerns
in the ordinary way of business, are necessarily of a sort
which it is practicable to finance by fees charged to those
persons who make use of the goods or services supplied by
them. They do not include undertakings such as the upkeep
of the army, navy and civil services, but only undertakings
which are specifically " beneficial" to particular individuals.
Thus a nationalised Post Office, telegraph system, telephone
system, railway system, road system, or educational system,
and a municipalised tram, gas, water or milk supply belong
to our subject-matter. Eor the services rendered by some of
these enterprises, e.g. the Post Office, railways and gas supply,
fees are invariably charged; for those rendered by others,
e.g. roads and education, fees have sometimes been resorted
to, but more, frequently no charge is made, the expense being
borne by the general body of taxpayers. The purpose of the
present chapter is to inquire, given that public authorities
have decided to perform certain functions which it is techni-
cally possible to finance by fees, in what conditions that
method of finance is desirable.	/ } i? «' •*" ~ '. -:^
§ 3. It is plainly in the general interest that the resources
of the community should be so distributed among different
services that the last unit devoted to any one of them yields
the same satisfaction as the last devoted to any other. Aggre-
gate resources being limited, this implies a certain restriction
in the supply of every service, as against the amount of it
which people would use if they were allowed to have at no
cost as much as, at no cost, they desired. If no restriction is
imposed, there is a social waste, the extent of which depends
on the nature of people's demand for the service. If that
demand is highly inelastic, in such wise that they would take
much the same amount of the service if it were given away
for nothing as they would do if a cost-price fee were attached
to it, the waste will be small: if the demand is highly elastic,
it will be large. Where the conditions are such that the waste
resulting from gratis supply in unlimited quantities would be
large, that method is ruled out of court. Where, however,
the waste would be small, it needs further study.
§ 4. The most important services falling into this category
are elementary education, medical attendance and water

